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"Well?" Bai nianxi is a little confused, so he takes off his watch obediently. This
watch was given to her by conmobei before. She didn't wear it because it was too
expensive. After thinking about it, she put it on this time.

Conmber took the watch, opened the dial, and looked at the locator inside.

When I gave her this watch, I just wanted to be able to grasp her position in the
accident. After all, when the kidnapping happened, he was really scared. I didn't
expect that it would come in use at this time.

"What is this?" Bai nianxi frowned slightly. His intuition was not simple. Kang
Mobei's answer was not simple either

In response, Bai nianxi's face was unbelievable, "you even installed a locator in the
watch you sent me!"

"Is it strange?" It's a matter of course.

Bai nianxi chokes. Yes, he's Kang Mobei. It's not surprising that he did such a thing.

Still can't swallow this tone, Bai nianxi began to chirp in the ear of Commodore north.
Kangmobei didn't pay attention to it and concentrated on it.

This is specially made by him to put into the dial. In addition to positioning, it can also
be used to send messages, but it can only send Morse code.

Now, we can only hope for Lolo.

A string of Morse code sent out, ear chirp also stopped, Commodore North turned to
look at Bai nianxi, "why don't you say?"

Bai nianxi's lips turned white, and he didn't know whether they were angry or frozen.
He snorted, and his voice began to hoarse because of the cold, "I'm cold, I won't
speak."

Cold mouth? Kangmo North micro squint, holding Bai nianxi's red face because of



extreme cold, kiss up, offer a sentimental kiss.

Wang Yijing sits in front of the game wall, holding his hair in his hands in frustration.
He has lost 12 times in a row! Why can't play Lolo!

Lolo face disdain of the game on the bed, "hum, boring."

"Come again!" Unwilling to challenge Wang Yijing again, Luo Luo did not intend to
pay attention, "how many of you have come? It's really boring. I'm also the one who
picked my opponent! "

"You Wang Yijing pointed to Luo Luo, his face was grim, but his finger fell gently on
Luo Luo's face and poked, "don't you look down on me?"

Just as Wang Yijing was pestering, Lolo's watch rang. Eh, how could someone send
him a message?

Open the display of the watch, there is a string of Morse code.

Luo Luo carefully looked at a few eyes, immediately jumped up, holding Wang
Yijing's hand, "fast, fast!"

Taking Luo Luo to Ren Ran's room, Wang Yijing's face has disappeared. He tells Ren
Ran the whole story with a serious face, which makes him look grim.

They couldn't leave Xiaoguo alone in the hotel, so they got on the bus together, called
the police and drove to the Kang Branch.

Bai nianxi was unable to breathe by the northern relatives of Kangmo. He just felt that
he was going to faint the next moment. In a trance, when he fell down, he really
fainted.

Before she fainted, she just thought that she had been stunned by the northern relatives
of Kangmo. She was really dead

It seems that someone is calling his name. When he wakes up, Bai nianxi finds himself
lying in the warm and bright hotel room.

Next to it was a very low air pressure. Sure enough, it was kumobi.

Luo Luo is the first to see Bai nianxi wake up and pounce on him. His little face is
about to stick to Bai nianxi's face. His little hand caresses Bai nianxi's forehead and
says, "Xiao Xi, do you have something, do you have something?"



Kangmo north see white read night turn to wake up, the low pressure on the body
finally convergence some, "wake up?"

Bai nianxi nodded.

Kangmobei was finally relieved. The doctor said that Bai nianxi was just in the
extreme cold environment. He didn't adapt to the cold and didn't have a great influence.
He could see that Bai nianxi was still in pain.

"Eat something and replenish your strength." Conmobei stood up and rang the bell.
The waiters who had been waiting at the door came in one by one and brought a lot of
delicious food.

Bai nianxi was full of food and wine. After walking around the gate of death, he found
that the feeling of food and clothing was really wonderful.

"Go to the hot spring at night." Waiting for the waiters to remove all the food, commo
North faint voice.

"Tonight?"

"Well." Conmber nodded. "You're cold. It's good for you to take a hot spring."

It's just that Wang Yijing has suffered a lot. Her sister-in-law has suffered a lot, but he
hasn't! Why did Como North cancel with his skiing trip?

In the evening.

Wang Yijing chose a big hot spring according to the meaning of Kangmo north. The
geographical location is very good. You can see the beautiful scenery around. The key
is to be quiet. There is no one around to disturb you, but you just feel sorry for your
money bag. After all, it's calculated by the minute. It's not cheap!

Everyone has arrived except Bai nianxi.

Xiaoguo can't swim, so she still sets a swimming ring on her body. Luoluo sits in a
shallow depression with a cold face and doesn't care about the melon and fruit snacks
handed over by Wang Yijing, or even wink at them.Wang Yijing asks for nothing. He
runs to kangmobei, but kangmobei kicks him away.

Wang Yijing is not angry either. In the inconspicuous conflict of kangmobei, he
sneaks a little closer and says, "ah, Mobei, I have prepared a good thing for you."

Conmobei raised his eyebrows and motioned him to go on.



Mysteriously, he put his fist in front of commobei, counted down to one two three, and
opened his fist in the mysterious atmosphere he played up.

"How's it going? Isn't that good? Thin. "

Conmo north face a shake, "roll."

Wang Yijing tut a, withdraw fist, a pair of you how ungrateful appearance, continue to
painstakingly say: "I this is also for you?"? You see, you all have Lolo. Now family
planning is popular. One Lolo is enough to grind people. Another Lolo is not enough...
"

Wang Yijing shivered. How could he feel that he was soaking in cold water instead of
hot spring?

"I said Still smile to come over, "you stop it, more noisy than two children."

Walk to the side of Kang Mo north, still the smile on the face slowly closed up,
"however, those people, how do you plan to deal with?"

How to deal with it? Kang Mo North think of white nianxi was frozen shivering
appearance, said the export of the Ping add a bit of chill, "kill."

Seeing that Bai nianxi came over in his bathrobe not far away, the killing intention in
kangmobei's eyes suddenly converged, leaving nothing but indifference.

Wang Yijing said, "is there a sister-in-law?"
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